Gabarito da Revisão para Avaliação Contínua – Inglês
2ª Etapa – 6º ano EF – Professora Naiana
Part 1: Around the house & Furniture
1. I. b II. bIII. b IV. a V. b
2. a) Single bed:

b) Double bed

3. I. b II. b III. a IV. (none of the options) bedside tableV. b VI. a VII. c VIII. a
Part 2: Chores and ages
1. b 2. b 3. c 4. b 5. a 6. b 7. a 8. c
Part 3: More household chores (Present Continuous)
1. b 2. a 3.c 4. c 5. a 6. c 7. a ( bathtubtoilet) 8. C
Part 4: Sports Idioms
1. a 2. c3.c 4. b 5. d 6. a
Part 5: Prepositions of place
1. b 2. a3.a/c 4. c 5. b 6. a 7. a 8. b 9. c 10. a
Part 6: Numbers (years – decimals, hundreds, thousands)
1. 1962 (nineteen sixty-two) 1700 ( seventeen hundred) 1987( nineteen eighty
seven) 1900 (nineteen hundred) 2000 (two thousand) 1981 (nineteen eighty-one)
2018 (two thousand eighteen/ twenty eighteen)1718 (seventeen eighteen)
2. 47 85 73

102

69

28

96

31

55

106

3. 3.4 (three point four)
8.6 (eight point six ) 6.9 (six point nine) 0.7 (zero (oh)
point seven) 3.2 (three point two) 1.5 (one point five)
6.8 (six point eight)
4.1 (four point one)
9.6 (nine point six) 2.3 (two point three)
45.7 (forty-five point seven) 5.1 (five point one)
Part 7: Parts of the house (there is/there are)
1. A. living room B. bedroom C. kitchen D. bathroom
3. Examples: There is a dog on the sofa. / There is a rabbit next to the bed./ There is
a fishbowl on the fridge./ There is a cat in the bathtub./ There are animals in the
house./ There are two lamps in the house./ There are four books in the
bedroom./There are four flowers in the vase.

